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WARNING ( Important safety instructions )

1. In a thunderstorm weather, please pull the plug to protect the device from lighting.

2. Before starting the device, you should check carefully whether there are foreign 
bodiesblocked in the device wind inlet and outlet.

3. Do not put your hand or other objects into the inlet or outlet, so as to avoid person-
al injury or machine damage.

4. The distance between the nearest wall and the inlet or outlet shouldn't be less than 
1 m, and the machine cannot be placed horizontally or upside down.

5. During wet or high temperature weather, or when there are combustible materials 
nearby, please do not use the remote control to avoid dangers.

6. When cleaning the device, you should select organic solvent. Do not use
water or other liquids to clean the device, otherwise it might damage the
device or cause other risks.

7. The device shall not be used in such places as kitchens or bathrooms, etc..

8. Please do not disassemble the machine internal structure, in case of the occurrence 
of dangers or electric shock during the operation.

9. Under abnormal conditions, such as abnormal sound, abnormal high temperature, 
peculiar smell, smoke or electricity leakage, please turn off the power immediately. 
You shall consult professional staff instead of dealing with the problems on your own.

10. We recommend you to shut down the device when it's running for 24 hours con-
tinuously, and restart the device after working every 6 hours. In this way, the service life 
of the device can be prolonged.
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MAIN FUNCTION

1. Primary filter : It can remove large particles of dust.
2. Electrostatic precipitator : It can capture 95% of the particles of 0.5 microns or 
more that pass through the air. It can also kill 90% of fungi, 70% of bacteria, and 60% 
of dust mites.
3. Titanium dioxide ultraviolet photocatalyst: Photocatalyst is a general term of 
photosemiconductor materials with photocatalytic function represented by nanome-
ter titanium dioxide. It is applied on the surfaceof aluminum honeycomb substrate, 
and produces strong catalytic degradation function under the action of ultraviolet
light. It can effectively degrade toxic and harmful gases in the air, kill a variety of bac-
teria with energy efficiency, and decompose toxins released
by bacteria or fungi and harmless treatment;
4. Ultraviolet disinfection lamp: Highly efficient sterilization in the ultraviolet uv-c 
band makes bacterial and viral DNAand RNAV denaturated and cells unable to repro-
duce.
5. Activated carbon filter: it also has excellent adsorption function. It can remove 
formaldehyde, toluene, deodorization and other functions.
6. HEPA filter: HEPAfilter can decompose toxic gas and sterilize, also filter and block
dust, especially inhibit secondary pollution to purify air.
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USING THE CONTROL PANELIR
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Speed : Wind speed adjusting key,It can be divided 
into three grades: high/middle/low.

Wind Blade : Blade swaying, currently in standby.

Restore : Press this button to pause all work on the n.

Auto : Automatic mode.

Manual : Manual mode.

Power : Machine on or of.

Ionic : Turn this feature on or of.

Timer : Can work regularly for 1-12 hours.

The Dr.Air system is equipped with a state-of-the-art control panel.
This advanced control panel allows you to assess the unit status
with one quick glance

- This machine is connected to 110V-240V power (three-phase socket
ground wire). Press          button, the display screen lights up.
- Press the               button on the control panel, at the moment, the device is under 
normal operation, and the sterilizing unit device and the negative ion generator 
have already started working, at this point.
- Press the         button, the device stops sterilizing and is in standby mode.
- You can control the swing direction via             on the control panel and adjust the 
air volume via         button. This is a circulating button with three adjustable speed, 
which are respectively displayed as Low Speed, Medium Speed, High Speed, if you 
press this button in turn, it will display recurrently. Of course, with different speed, 
the noise and purification effect produced by this device vary as well.

TOUCH KEY DISPIAY AND DESCRIPTION

USING THE REMOTE CONTROL
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FAULT ANALYSIS AND RECOVERY METHODS

Problem                                                Reason for the error              

The machine 
doesn' t work

- The power plug is off
- The power is not on
- The fuse wire is broken
- The motor overload protection

- The capacitor burns out
- The electric relay is broken
- The blower motor is damaged

- The sterilizing unit is damaged
- The sterilizing unit terminals are of 
vvpoor connectio

- The power voltage is too low
- The filter is of too much 
vvaccumulated dust

The blower
doesn' t work

The sterilizing unit 
doesn' t work

The air volume 
decreases

Note : 
Above-mentioned electrical faults shall be examined and repaired by qualified 
electrical repair personnel or you shall contact our company, and please do not 
disassemble the machine on your own, so as to avoid electric shock accidents or 
expansion of fault coverage.

Electrostatic filters cleaning: It is necessary to clean the filter once depending on the 
amount of dust in the air and the density of using the machine. Remove the battery pack 
and rinse it with water. Reinsert the battery pack when it is completely dry.

Filter cleaning: Hepa filters and pre-filters need to be cleaned regularly. You can use 
the dust blower to blow away any dust on the surface of the filter. Absolutely not using 
water because it will damage the filter.



PRODUCT WARRANTY REGULATIONS

1. The warranty period is calculated from the date of purchase, valid throughout the 

warranty period.

2. Customers do not arbitrarily change information or add any other to the content of 

the warranty card, any changes of the voucher will not be valid for warranty.

3. During the warranty period, the product can be repaired free of charge, damaged 

components according to the company's regulations or due to manufacturing 

defects.

4. Products are not warranted in the following cases:

a) Damages caused by natural disasters, accidents: Lightning, flood, liquid spilled, 

broken, or misused.

b) Equipment changed or repaired at the place, place or unit not authorized by HSVN 

Global.

c) The machine number & stamp listed on the product are not intact.

d) Warranty card is invalid (blank, incomplete information, no mark of HSVN Global 

Company, warranty book is erased or corrected information on the attached warranty 

book).

e) In case there is no warranty or lost warranty card, please contact the operator for 

support.

Support hotline 24/24: 1900.4790 | Sales Department: 0901.856.888
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Công ty TNHH Phát triển Công nghệ & Dịch vụ HSVN Toàn Cầu
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Email: cskh@hsvn.com.vn | Web : hsvn.com.vn


